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INTRODUCTION
Constitutive equations are general relation
ships between the external agencies and the
responses of material governed by the Inter
nal constitution of the material.
Since the
external agencies of soils are generally
stress or strain given at a time under a tem
perature, the constitutive equations of soils
are generally described as the relations
among stress, strain, time and temperature.
Various approaches have been tried for the
constitutive equations.
These approaches may
be broadly classified as follows:
1) Macrometric Approaches
Macrometric approaches are used for formula
tion of constitutive equations by analyzing
phenomenological behaviors of soils. On
these approaches theories of elasticity,
plasticity, visco-elasticity, visco-plastici
ty and other properties have been used. Some
general experimental relationships have also
been used. Approaches through rational me
chanics may be included as well in these ap
proaches .
Among these approaches, the first successful
contribution has been established by the socalled Cambridge Original Energy Theory, in
which soil is assumed as elasto-plastic mate
rial with strain-hardening or -softening cha
racters.
This theory was proposed by Roscoe,
Schofield and Thurairajah (1963) and further
systematized by Schofield and Wroth (1968).
2) Micrometric Approaches
These approaches are used as a means for for
mulation of constitutive equations by accumu
lating the micrometric behaviors of soils.
Regarding to the early works on the stressstrain relationships of cohesionless particu
late material, the first solution was propos
ed by Rowe (1962) through the geometrical
analysis on ideal assemblies of uniform rods
or spheres. This solution was further ex
tended by Rowe to a cohesionless random as
sembly of irregular rigid particles by inves
tigating the conditions under which the mass
dilates such that the rate of internal work
absorbed in frictional heat is a minimum.
Besides such a geometrical analysis, for for
mulation of the stress-strain relationship of
cohesionless random assembly of irregular

rigid particles, a statistical approach which
was based on the probabilistic distribution
of inter-particle forces on the plane of
maximum shear-normal stress ratio and that of
frictional resistances at the particulate
contact points was introduced by Murayama
(196^). To the analysis of deformation be
havior of cohesive soil, rate process theory
was firstly applied by Murayama and Shibata
(1958).
Such micrometric approaches can be
used in two basic ways for the study of soil
behaviors: (i) As a means for formulation of
constitutive equations, (ii) As a means for
micrometric analysis of soil structure and
mobilizing mechanism of soil particles.
As the constitutive properties of soil are
very complicated, the development of the con
stitutive equations are still in the stage of
progressing. Therefore, it is very meaning
ful and significant that this Specialty Ses
sion No. 9 was established in this Internatio
nal Conference held in Tokyo. This Specialty
Session was organized by
Organizer: S. Murayama
Disaster Prevention Research Insti
tute, Kyoto University,
Gokasho, Uji-shi, Kyoto, Japan
Co-Organizer: A. N. Schofield
Department of Engineering, Univer
sity of Cambridge,
Cambridge, CB2, 1PZ, U.K.
Papers for this Specialty Session were called
for from the general participants.
Topics
for discussion in the papers were suggested
as follows:
(1) Clear and concise theoretical bases for
constitutive equation referring to experi
mental background.
(2) Ideas about the mechanical constants of
soils based on physics and mechanics in
which the possible approaches to consti
tutive equations are clearly shown.
From the selected papers, Preprints were pro
duced prior to the Session. Total pages of
the Preprint were 277, and 3^ papers were
contained in it. After the Conference, sub
mitted papers in the Preprint and written
discussions in the Session will be published
in the separate Proceedings from the Japanese
Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engi
neering .

Details of the availability of the Proceed
ings is given in the Appendix of this report.
SUMMARIES OF SUBMITTED PAPERS
1. Time Independent Behaviors
(a) Macrometric Approaches
Balasubramaniam, Li, Uddin, Zue-Ming and
Chaudhr.y describe an application of critical
state theories to the experimentally observed
behavior of Wethered clay and Soft Bangkok
clay. The experiments with Soft Bangkok clay
include a series of triaxial tests both in
compression and in extension which were car
ried out on normally consolidated samples
under undrained or drained conditions. For
Wethered clay similar series of tests were
also performed on normally and overconsolida
ted samples of the clay. The test results
are compared with those predicted from the
stress-strain theories developed at Cambridge
University.
On the basis of results of
drained tests, the authors state that the
modified Cam clay theory and the theory of
Roscoe and Poorooshasb predict successfully
the experimentally observed strains, while
the original Cam clay theory tends to over
predict them.
Browzin and Tahir study the stress-deformation-subsidence behavior of loess, with con
sideration of its index properties (granulo
metric composition and dry unit weight).
Based on the study of granulometric composi
tion of loess deposits, it is shown that identifying the fraction 0 .0 10 - 0 .050 mm, named
the loess-size fraction, is essential for
defining types of loess deposits, then an
engineering classification system of loess is
proposed.
Consolidation-subsidence tests
were performed on undisturbed samples from
loess deposits in twelve states.
It is
pointed out that, based on the test results,
if material is loess and the natural water
content is below 15$, subsidence is expected.
It is also shown that the amount of subsid
ence is related to the dry unit weight.
Chaplin proposes some unfamiliar concepts (i.
e., topomorphic strains and mobilization
ratio — 'topomorphic' is derived from the
Greek words topos=place and morphe=form) to
model the actual deformation of soil. Using
these concepts, ridges on yield surfaces with
one Mises mode and two Tresca modes, and the
path of steepest ascent on these surfaces are
explained.
And some numerical application is
included in the case of the yield surface
with one Mises and two Tresca modes. Topo
morphic strain increment is defined for axes
rotating with the soil during deformation
process. The examples of the ridge effect in
test results are mentioned for undrained
shear, drained shear, simple shear and tri
axial shear. The author concludes that it
seems essential to use a yield surface which
is expressed as a full set of resistances to
orthogonal deformation modes, in order to
model the behaviors of clay soils.

Dietrich defines that sand, dry or saturated,
behaves as an assembly of rigid unbreakable
grains the interparticle forces of which are
governed by Coulomb-friction and discusses on
a contlnum mechanical model of such assembly.
It is a simple material in Noll's revised
sense, possessing a new kind of internal con
straint which is Its only source of resist
ance against deformation.
Those stresses
which are determined By the deformation pro
cess but for an arbitrary factor only, and
which are maintaining the constraint, are not
orthogonal to the constraint — in contrast
to the usual assumption — but do work. The
new model combines essential concepts present
ly scattered over several theories.
It is
capable to explaining the complicated phenom
ena connected with reversals of load respec
tively assigned deformation and the strong
nonlinearity experienced with first loading.
Duncan, Ozawa, Lade and Booker derive the
incremental stress-strain relationship for
Lade's theory. This relationship appears to
model the stress-strain behavior of sand, in
cluding nonlinearity, stress-dependency and
shear dilatancy, more closely than do hyper
bolic elastic stress-strain relationships.
The analyses of cubical triaxial compression
tests, plane strain tests, and stress-path
tests using this stress-strain relationships,
indicate that the incremental elasto-plastic
finite element analysis may be capable of
representing many important aspects of the
behavior of real sands, including nonlineari
ty, stress dependency, and shear dilatancy.
Finn and Lee present stress-strain relations
that describe the behavior of sand under con
ditions of simple shear.
The constitutive
equations take into account the variation of
shear modulus with strain, the hardening that
occurs during grain slip and volume compac
tion, hysteretic damping, and the different
rates of contemporaneous generation and dis
sipation of pore-water pressure. The equa
tions are formulated on the basis of data
from simple shear tests on dry and saturated
sands and allow the computation of dynamic
response in terms of fundamental soil con
stants. The proposed constitutive equations
are tested to predict the actual stressstrain loops in cyclic loading tests, the
number of cycles of uniform stress to cause
liquefaction in saturated undrained sand, and
the variation of shear modulus with shear
strain at various levels of volumetric strain.
Fradis and Frydman consider the stress-strain
behavior of sand under conditions in which
the three principal stresses a^, 02 and ao
may vary independently.
A brief review of
previously published works which were per
formed by using cubic triaxial and hollow
cylinder equipments is presented, and the
approach of the authors is developed.
It is
suggested that the constitutive equations may
most logically be expressed in terms of in
variants of stress and strain; the stress in
variants chosen by the authors for this re
presentation are related to the spherical and
deviatoric component of stress, and the di

rection of the stress path in the octahedral
plane. Results of tests on cubical specimens
are presented, and used to develop constitu
tive equations in which relationship between
(Toct/^oct) versus yoci- is assumed to be ex
pressed by hyperbolic form. The general ap
plicability of the form of the equations is
considered using results of other investiga
tions published in the various literatures.
The authors also approximate the relationship
between Toct and volumetric strain.
De Garldel-Thoron proposes a new equation for
the yield surface in the principal stress
space by making the only assumption that the
material is initially isotropic. The proper
ties of the yield surface are studied from
experimental results of true triaxial tests
on a loam and a sand given by Lomise, and it
is shown that the experimentally observed
yield surface agrees well with the predicted
yield surface while there is a quite appre
ciable discordance between the observed yield
surface and the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. The
rigid-perfectly plastic material submitted to
this new yield criterion is then introduced,
with the additional assumption that associat
ed flow rule holds.
And, for the purpose of
demonstrating the plane-strain behavior of
such a material, a problem of bearing capaci
ty of continuous footings is solved.
Hashiguchi and Ueno study constitutive laws
for the elasto-plastic deformation of granu
lar materials. Especially, the constitutive
laws based on the new concept for a plastic
deformation in a subyield state seem to re
present the continuous transition process
from a subyield state to an yield state and a
softening behavior of granular materials.
This new concept provides the plastic poten
tial surface with an interesting physical
meaning as the loading surface, whereas that
surface is tacitly used in the past without
any definite theoretical reason.
De Josselin De Jong deals with the constitu
tive relations for granular media in the
limit stress state. Model is based on the
concept that the body is subdivided into con
glomerates, which slide with respect to each
other along division planes. The orientation
of these planes is assumed that they corres
pond to the tangent points of Mohr stress
circle and Coulomb envelope lines. The com
ponents of the velocity gradient tensor in
terms of the shear strain rate and the
structural rotation are used to described the
kinematics of the model consisting of slidings
in two directions and rotation. The derived
relations form together the mathematical des
cription of the kinematics of the model for
steady flow in granular assemblies, but for
the determination of a velocity distribution
starting from boundary values, these rela
tions are insufficient in this form. There
fore, the following assumptions are mentioned,
e.g., coaxiality, single sliding, non-free
rotation and non-flexibility.
In conclusion
the system of constitutive relations are de
rived for the double sliding, free rotating,
flexible model.

Karalis gives some examples showing the vari
ous simpler constitutive equations of dispa
rate forms arising as narrow range approxima
tions to a complicated wide range situation
of the physical problem. The trial based on
continuum mechanics is performed in order to
establish the theoretical models which pre
sent the swelling behavior of non-saturated
materials such as clay. The constitutive
equations may be able to explain the soil be
haviors of stress relaxation and creep. No
attempt has yet been made to qualify these
descriptions in a quantitative manner.
Mean
while a new apparatus is considered in order
to qualify the Theological behaviors of these
materials in a quantitative manner.
Maier and Hueckel study incremental elastoplastic stress-strain relation which allows
for non association of plastic strain rates
with the current yield surface (non-normality),
and/or changing elastic moduli because of
plastic deformations (elasto-plastic coupling).
These circumstances, often accompanied by
strain-softening, are significant in various
geotechnical media, particularly rocks.
On
the basis of a suitable matrix description of
the rate relations, various ranges of the
hardening modulus are established and their
distinct characteristics, such as rate re
sponse uniqueness and material stability (or
lack thereof) are systematically studied and
interpreted in mechanical terms.
Speciali
zation to the standard compression tests and
for particular forms of constitutive laws is
derived.
Similarities to and differences
from the traditional associated flow rules of
elasto-plasticity are discussed.
Matsuoka and Nakai derive a constitutive equ
equation for soil on the basis of the "Spa
tial Mobilized Plane (SPM)". The SPM is con
sidered to be the plane where soil particles
should be most mobilized on the average in
the three-dimentional stress space. From an
analysis of the mobilizing behavior of soil
particles on the SPM under three-dimentional
stresses with constant mean effective stress,
the authors have already derived unique re
lationships among the shear-normal stress
ratio, the shear strain and the normal strain
on the SPM. These relationships are verified
by various kinds of shear tests on sand. The
constitutive equation of soil is determined
by considering that the total strain incre
ments consists of the above-mentioned strain
increments due to the increment of stress
ratio, those due to the increment of the mean
effective principal stress and the elastic
strain increments.
Strain increments due to
mean effective principal stress are taken to
satisfy e-log]_o<Jm relationship.
Young's mod
ulus and Poisson's ratio for the elastic
strain increments are determined from the
swelling index and K0 -value.
Secondary, the
following yield condition is proposed through
the assumption that soil yields when the
shear-normal stress ratio on the SMP reaches
a limiting value.
J]/J 2 /J 3 = const,
where J^, J 2 and J 3 are the first, second and
third effective stress invariants.

Nagaraj and Somashekar derive a constitutive
relationship for soils under general stress
field by the consideration based on experi
mental evidence and plastic analysis.
The
test programme consists of consolidated
drained tests with mean effective stress path
constant by using Kaolinite clay and Ennore
sand.
In order to identify yield point
wherein major change in material characteris
tics occur normalized octahedral effective
stress is plotted against square root of ef
fective strain for conventional triaxial com
pression and for general stress state.
Modi
fied form of work hardening plasticity analy
sis including modified von Mises failure cri
terion and normality principle are used to
derive the stress-strain relationship then
experimental data are compared with predicted
octahedral effective stress and plastic
strain. This approach indicates the possibil
ity of predicting stress-strain relationships
from the experimental data of conventional
triaxial compression test data.
Pender proposes a stress-strain model for
normally consolidated clay. The constitutive
relations associated with the model are for
mulated, within the framework of critical
state theory as an extension of the theory
which has been developed by the author for
overconsolidated soil. The model for over
consolidated soil behavior has been developed
by assuming that constant stress ratio lines
are yield loci for overconsolidated states,
an expression exists for the ratio of the
plastic strain increments and that the un
drained stress paths are parabolic.
It is
postulated that for normally consolidated
states, each of the plastic shear and volume
tric strain increments consists of two com
ponents: One is the plastic strain increment
when the "normally consolidated yield locus"
is engaged; and the other is the plastic
strain increment calculated with the model
for the overconsolidated material. The ex
pressions for the plastic strain increments
when the normally consolidated yield locus is
engaged, are obtained by assuming that the
undrained stress path for normally consolida
ted material is a yield locus which separates
normally consolidated from overconsolidated
states, and by adopting an expression for the
ratio of the plastic strain increments for
the normally consolidated regions. The
resulting model gives good qualitative pre
dictions of the shear and volumetric strains
for drained stress paths for both monotonic
and reversed loading.
Shackel discusses on problems of deriving
constitutive relationships. Various approach
es to this problem are described and criti
cally evaluated by categolizing the determi
nistic and the heuristic approaches.
The
limitations of existing testing and analyti
cal procedures for soils are then discussed
and an assessment is made of some recent
developments in these fields.
Particular
emphasis is placed on the requirements to be
met by modern soil testing equipment.
Prob
lems arising from non-linearity and anisotro
py in the soil response are also discussed.

Tokue investigates experimentally deformation
characteristics of dry sand by applying cy
clic shear stresses with constant amplitudes
t and reversing directions under constant
over-burden pressure p using a simple shear
apparatus. The deformation characteristics
are mainly governed by stress ratio t/ p, but
they are divided into two different phases by
the "stress ratio of critical disturbance"
( t / p )c .
That is: the dilatancy characters
are affected by initial void ratio only when
the applied shear-normal stress ratio is less
than the stress ratio of critical disturbance.
The magnitude of the stress ratio of critical
disturbance increases as the initial void
ratio decreases, and it can be obtained by
static shear tests.
A qualitative explana
tion is given to the stress ratio of critical
disturbance by using experimental results of
shear tests on the two-dimentional model made
by the assembly of aluminum rods.
Stressdilatancy relation is also proposed through
the consideration on the shear tests with the
two dimentional model.
Yong and Silvestri experimentally study the
plastic yielding behavior of a sensitive clay
under true triaxial stress conditions. The
tests performed are drained tests in various
loading paths under constant mean effective
stress.
From the test results the following
are observed: (1) the strain increment vec
tors begin to depart from co-axiality at
about the middle of the load sequence in all
the loading paths; (2) beyond this point,
they begin to assume a direction normal to
the Mohr-Coulomb failure surface; (3) the
apparent change from a non-frictional to a
frictional behavior depends on the degree of
volume change encountered; (4) the work-hardening behavior of the clay depends both on
the level of stress past the preconsolidation
hydrostatic pressure and on the amount <of
water extruded during shearing; (5) the as
sumption of isotropic stress-hardening holds
until an octahedral shear strain level of
about 2%, beyond which a new series of yield
surfaces become evident; (6) the yield sur
faces are convex; and (7) the normality con
dition which is satisfied when the projection
of the strain paths onto an octahedral plane
is considered, is not generally valid when
projected onto the octahedral shear stress
and octahedral normal stress surfaces in view
of volume changes.
(b) Micrometric Approaches
Murayama derives constitutive equations of
particulate material which is subjected to
deviatoric stress by analysing micro-behav
iors of the particles in his ^ papers. The
particulate material is assumed to be a ran
dom assembly of cohesionless rigid particles
of irregular sizes and shapes.
States of
particulate material are classified into
elastic-, plastic- and failure-states, in
which micro-behaviors of particles are deduc
tively Investigated.
Relations among devia
toric stress, dilatancy and deviatoric strain
in respective states are statistically ana
lyzed on the basis of the probability of

mobilization of particles along "the plane of
maximum mobilization" (i.e., plane where
shear-normal stress ratio is maximum). In
the analysis the peak strength of the materi
al is also obtained.
Extending these analy
sis, the effects of deviatoric stress history
on the constitutive equations of particulate
material are analysed.
As an example of ef
fects of deviatoric stress history, relation
of progress of residual strain due to cyclic
loading is derived.
Those constitutive equa
tions are then compared with experimental re
sults of triaxial compression tests on sand
under constant mean effective principal
stress.
Thornton presents a theoretical solution for
the stress-strain behavior of a simple parti
culate model (a regular array of uniform
rigid rods). The structure of the model is
represented by a unit element composed of
four rods which is repeated throughout the
assembly. The theory is developed as a re
sult of a reinterpretation of the work of
Parkin and is an extension of Parkin's solu
tion for the strength of a closepacked array
of uniform rigid rods. From the analysis of
both dynamics and kinematics of the system,
constitutive equations are developed to des
cribe the deformational behavior of the
macroscopic assembly. Then, by substituting
phenomenological parameters into the equa
tions a plasticity theory is developed in
which the yield function, plastic potential,
flow rule and hardening law are all identi
fied. The analysis shows that, as a result
of friction at the inter-particle contacts,
the post-failure stresses are sensitive to
body rotation of the unit elements. Body ro
tation is associated with a non-coaxial flow
rule which leads to lower stress ratios. The
theory is then compared with existing soil
mechanics theories.
2. Time Dependent Behaviors
(a) Macrometric Approaches
Akai, Adachi and Fu.jimoto derive constitutive
equations which can describe the mechanical
behaviors of the geomechanical materials
which are regarded as strain-hardening-softening elasto-plastic and time dependent mate
rials with dilatancy.
Namely, they, first of
all, conduct a series of triaxial tests by
using a porous tuff as an ideal geomechanical
material and investigated the previously des
cribed general features of the materials.
Based on the obtained empirical evidences,
they derive the constitutive equations for
the materials by applying Perzyna's theory
for elasto-viscoplastic continuum.
Hawley discusses a way of formulating consti
tutive relationships for soils which exhibit
time-dependent phenomena such as secondary
compression, stress relaxation and timehardening (or aging).
It is pointed out that
for many situations there is no need of as
suming any origin for the measurement of time
while it is the common practice to measure
time from the moment of application of each

increment of loading.
On the basis of the
above mentioned, he recommends to use rate
parameters, such as e and a ’ where e = time
rate to void ratio and o' = time rate of ef
fective stress, instead of using time explic
itly as one of constitutive variables, and
suggests usefulness of the concept of a
unique surface in e-a'-e space or in e-a'-a'
space, in relation to one-dimensional consol
idation or to stress relaxation respectively.
Also, he notices the phenomenon of time-hard
ening which may occur in soil elements under
going consolidation at very low rates of
strain, and in order to allow for this phe
nomenon he suggests an extension to the theo
ry of Hawley and Borin in which a unique re
lationship among e, o', and e was assumed.
Karube proposes a constitutive model for nor
mally consolidated clay which describes its
stress-strain behavior under axi-symmetric
compression loading.
Constitutive relations
associated with the model are formulated in
incremental form by assuming that the incre
ments of volumetric strain (v) and deviatoric
strain (e^) are linearly related to the in
crements of mean effective stress (p) and
normalized stress ratio (x). Three of the
four coefficients which appear in the consti
tutive relations, are determined using the
following experimental facts: in anisotropic
consolidation a linear relationship between
void ratio and logarithm of mean effective
stress holds; and also in anisotropic consol
idation the strain increment ratio, dv/detf is
a function of x and is independent of p. The
remaining coefficient is determined based on
an energy equation which is derived through
the similar procedure to that adopted by
Roscoe et al. The constitutive relations de
rived are then applied to stress probe tests,
and turn out to predict successfully the ob
served stress-strain behavior under condi
tions of dx i 0 and dv z 0 but not to do so
under other conditions.
Therefore, for con
ditions other than dx i 0 and dv i 0, three
additional relations are introduced.
Further,
an extension to the theories mentioned above
is suggested to allow for time effect, on the
basis of the finding that the initial tangent
of the £(j-x curve depends on the period of
consolidation.
Kavazan.j ian and Mitchell develop a multiaxial constitutive relationship for soils by
representation of the stress state as a Car
tesian tensor and separation of the corres
ponding volumetric and deviatoric strain
tensors into immediate and delayed components,
The volumetric model is based on Bjerrum's
concepts of immediate and delayed compression,
Instantaneous deviatoric strains are derived
using Ladd and Foott's concept of normalized
behavior, and time-dependent deviatoric
strains are based on the Singh-Mitchell creep
equation. This approach may offer potential
for numerical analysis of complex stressstrain-time problems involving multi-axial
stress states and strains composed of both
deviatoric and volumetric contributions.

Meschyan and Malakyan investigate the mecha
nical behavior of swelling clayey soils
(KhValinsky clay, bentonite) under one-dimensional compression and shear. For KhValinsky
clay the swelling-pressure property was ex
perimentally studied, and creep tests in one
dimensional compression were carried out. On
the basis of the creep test results, a creep
equation is presented which expresses the
axial strain as a function of time, water
content and the axial stress depending on
water content. For bentonite a series of
strength tests and creep tests were performed
on its disturbed samples.
From the test re
sults an equation which is similar in form to
Coulomb's law, is obtained for the shear
strength of the bentonite used.
Also, an
equation of shear creep is proposed for the
bentonite used which relates the shear strain
to the time, shear stress, normal stress and
the pressure of swelling.
Sekiguchi and Ohta propose a constitutive
model for normally consolidated clay which
permits a consistent description of both
stress-induced anisotropy and time-dependent
stress-strain response of the soil. First,
the stress-induced anisotropy involved in
anisotropically, normally consolidated clays
is discussed, and is attributed the stress
reversal effect on their dilatancy character
istic.
To account for such a stress reversal
effect on dilatancy, a new stress parameter
is introduced.
On this basis, inviscid con
stitutive relations (an extension of those of
anisotropic Cam clay model) are formulated,
wherby the stress-induced anisotropy is rea
sonably described. Then, viscid constitutive
relations are established by extending the
SeKiguchi's model, with the use of the stress
parameter mentioned above.
It is shown that
the viscid constitutive relations pemit a
consistent description of the stress-induced
anisotropy and of the rate dependency in the
overall, undrained stress-strain behavior of
a K0-consolidated clay under conventional
triaxial conditions.
Also, the experimental
verification of the validity of the viscid
constitutive relations is favorably made from
undrained triaxial test results.
(b) Micrometric Approaches
Keedwell describes an application of rate
process theory to the soil stress-strain be
havior. It is assumed that each contact zone
(of soil particles) is subdivided into the
mineral to mineral contact zone and the ad
sorbed water layers, and to both contact
zones rate process theory is applicable.
A
Theological equation relating the deviatoric
strain rate to the deviatoric stress is de
rived. The equation is compared with the
creep law proposed by Singh and Mitchell, and
is shown to be similar in form to the empiri
cal stress-strain relationship proposed by
Kondner. For convenience of implementing in
to an elastic finite element program, the
equation is reduced to the form relating the
secant modulus both to stress states and to
the stress rate, and another equation for the
calculation of Poisson ratio is added.

R e la tiv e importance of four T heological p a ra 
m e te r s which a p p e a r i n the above m entioned
e q u a t i o n s , i s e v a l u a t e d t h r o u g h t h e computa
tio n of lo a d -se ttle m e n t behavior of the
ground s u b j e c t e d to a s t r i p lo a d .
Matsui and Ito study both on the generalized
flow mechanism of clay-water system having
wide range of water content and on the growth
mechanism of shearing resistance of soils
from the microscopic point of view in the
atomic or molecular size, based on rate pro
cess theory.
As the results, the generalized
flow mechanism of clay-water system can be
essentially represented as a heterogeneous
process, controlled by both kinds of flow
unit systems on the primary valence bonds of
oxygen and the hydrogen bonds.
And then, in
the ordinary state of soils except the dilute
clay-water system, it is considered that only
the primary valence bonds of oxygen behave as
the fundamental mechanism of shear resistance
of soils, and that the solid-to-solid contact
consisting of many bonds of oxygen exists
even between clay particles.
Moreover, based
on the generalized microscopic concept des
cribed above, the microscopic meaning on the
shear parameters of soils in both failure
criteria of effective stress and Hvorslev's
failure is clarified, by applying adhesion
theory of friction.
Nakagawa, Iwasaki, Okuda and Tsurumaki de scribe the stress-strain relationship of sat
urated clayey soil of elastic state under un
drained condition based upon micro-structural
clay-water system.
The two elastic coeffi
cients of bulk modulus and rigidity are de
rived from theoretically and compared with
laboratory experimental results.
The bulk
modulus under undrained condition is consid
ered to depend upon that of each component
of clayey soil i.e. water and clay particle.
However the rigidity of clay is considered to
depend on the clay structure and physico
chemical characteristics of bonding between
clay particles.
The strain range of elastic
state is further discussed based on the
change of the inter-ionic displacement at the
structural bonding.
From the discussion on
the strain range of elastic state, the
elastic limit strain is shown to increase
with decrease of void ratio and increase of
specific surface area. The experimental re
sults obtained through several dynamic
methods were found to give good accordance
with the derived relationship.
Pusch discusses, in relation to microstruc
ture of aggregated clay, the validity of rate
process theory by referring to the nature of
flow units of soil.
It is suggested that for
aggregated clay, hydrogen bonding through
thin continuous interparticle water films is
more probable than bonding through primary
valence bonds in mineral/mineral clay parti
cle contacts.
It is, however, suggested that
for uniformly structured coarser substances,
such as silts and sands, the application of
rate process theory is much more reasonable.

Ter-Stepanian presents the theory of creep of
clay during shear.
Physical (deformation)
processes are regarded as taking place on
different levels (molecular, particle and
structural).
Firstly, as the physical pro
cess on molecular level, shear deformation at
soil particle contacts is discussed, and it
is shown that an application of rate process
theory to this level of a deformation process
leads to an equation expressing constant-rate
creep.
Secondary, the process of "mobiliza
tion", considered as the physical process on
particle level, is introduced to derive an
equation which expresses creep developing at
decreasing rates of strain with time. Third
ly, a creep process in which the strain rate
increases with time, is studied as the physi
cal process on structural level, and decrease
in the lifetime of bonds is explained to be
the cause of such a creep process.
It is
stated that the creep equations derived are
supported from results of long-term creep
tests on a highly plastic sensitive overcon
solidated lacustrine clay.
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d) Concluding Remarks
Professor A.N.Schofield
e) Closing Comment
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Theme 1

'Time Independent Behaviour of Soils'

Prof. Duncan explained an elastoplastic model
which described the stress-strain characteris
tics of sands with a reasonable accuracy.
Prof. Murayama introduced a definition of the
elastic, plastic and failure states of sands
based on which he constructed a microscopic
theory for deformation mechanism of sands by
means of stochastic techniques.
He showed

that further development of his idea could
not only produce a hyperbolic type stressstrain relations for sands in plastic state
but also predict the behaviour of sands under
cyclic loading or in the failure state.
Mr. Nakai introduced a concept of 'spacial
mobilized plane' proposed by Matsuoka and
Nakai.
He explained that this plane acted an
important role in their microscopic theory
that gave a very good'predictions of the me
chanical behaviour of sands.
Prof. Finn showed equations for stress-strain
behaviour of saturated sands under cyclic
loading and talked about the application of
his idea to seismic problems.
Prof. Karube proposed an empirical method to
estimate the value of Cs/Cc which often ap
peared in some of ever proposed elasto-plastic models as a function of Cc , M and w l >
Prof. Jacobsen discussed the constitutive
equations for overconsolidated clays.
Dr. Wroth introduced an elasto-plastic model
for overconsolidated clays proposed by Dr.
Pender.
Theme 2

'Time Dependent Behaviour of Soils'

Dr. Sekiguchi proposed an elasto-viscoplastic
model for normally and anisotropically consol
idated clays.
Prof. Pusch criticized the ideas to apply the
rate process theory to time dependent behav
iour of clays showing the results of microstructural observations.
Prof. Ter-Stepanian supported the idea of in
direct particle to particle contact after re
ferring to Prof. Murayama's presentation.
He also showed the discontinuous changes in
micro-structure of clay during shear.
Prof. Mitchell explained his own rate process
type theory referring to the results obtained
by Murayama, Shibata, Keedwell, Ter-Stepanian,
Matsui, Itoh, Pusch, Poulos, Balasubramanian,
Hawley, Karube, Matsuoka and Nakai.
Prof. Matsui insisted the existence of direct
particle to particle contact by showing some
microscopic pictures in which scratches ap
peared.
Prof. Cheney discussed the time dependency in
deformation of clays in the secondary compres
sion.
Prof. Pusch made some comments on Prof. Matsui's presentation.
Concluding Remarks
Prof. Schofield discussed on the rate process
theory after giving a brief review of the de
velopment of elasto-plastic models and of
the concept of flow rule. He also made some
comments on the numerical analysis of bounda

ry value problems; 'digital modelling' to
which constitutive equations were to be ap
plied with the comparison of another way to
solving boundary value problems; 'analog
modelling' including the centrifuge modelling.

Dr. Hashiguchi discussed an expression of ani
sotropy in plastic constitutive equations of
soils with relate to D r s . Sekiguchi and Ohta's
paper.

Writ ten Discussions

Dr. Keedwell discussed the nature of the bonds
between soil particles based on his works and
supported the conclusions given by Dr. Push.

Discussions which were unable to be presented
at the Session due to shortness of time, were
received afterwards as written discussions.
Those written discussions are as follows.

Prof. Korhonen comments on the constitutive
equations of granular materials.
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